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A good computer system for educationaluse should allow the child to give maximum attention to learning
activities. As little as possible of the child's capacity should be diverted by the foibles of the computer,
operating system , or language being used. This goal may be especially important for learners of lower
ability. A useful way to approach this design requirement is to think in terms of the mental model of
the system built up by the child: the system should be designed to encourage development of a simple,
consistent, mental model. All aspects of the systern, including the surface syntax seen by the child, should
fit well with this model. We use this perspective, and our experience of two years classroom use, to
evaluate two front ends to micro-Prolog, Simple and Mitsi, that,are intended for use with children. We
identify some problems with Simple and find that Mitsi solves many of them. We also describe extensions
we have made to Mitsi to improve its ability to support a good user mental model and to increase its
capabilities. In general, having a very friendly user interface seems very important for the educational
use of a computer system by children.
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In educational computing, we can think
of the computer as the medium we use to
support learning activities. We want children
to be able to give maximum attention to the
curriculum materials and educational
activities, with minimum distraction by the
system. So the computer system must be

user-friendly, consistent, predictable, easy-
to-use. A promising way to approach these
design goals is to think in terms of the user's
mental model of that system.

In this paper we consider rrental models
and how they may contribute to system
design, then give an account of our search
for a front-end for micro Prolog that makes
it as easy as possible for children to use.

MENTAL MODELS

Psychologists are beginning to study the
rnental models people have of devices or
processes they use. Norman (1982) is an
excellent and simple introduction; see also
Gentner and Stevens (1983). Results to date
suggest several conclusions:

(i) Learners can differ greatly in their
mental models of some device or system
despite all having had similar experience and
all being basically competent users.

(ii) L"earners often develop impoverished
or incorred! models, especially if learning has

been unstructured or haphazard.

(iii) An incorrect model may possibly
serve a learner reasonably at first, with
troubles only emerging later when more
complex aspects of the system are used. So
reasonable performance now may belie
inappropriate conceptualisation, and
problems emerging later may have their
roots in a poor mental model acquired early
on.

(iv) L,earners can be encouraged to form
and use a good mental model from the start.
Design of both the system and the learning
activities can contribute_ to this.

With a good mental model the user's
guesses about system behaviour should be
more often correct, memory for commands
and formats should be better, learning
should be faster, errors f.ewer and
understanding of what is going on should
be better. In general the user should have
more capacity to devote to the task of real
interest, since less is required to cope with
the medium or tool being used to carry out
the task.

This last point is likely to be especially
important for less able children: with a less
than excellent system they are likely to have
a larger proportion of their attention and
capacity diverted by foibles of the system
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than are more capable children. So a

concern for effective educational computing
across the f ull ability range makes good
system design even more vital

Edinburgh Logo

The development of Edinburgh Logo is an
example of the user of mental models ideas.
The designers of this Logo were very
concerned that the children using the
language should be encouraged to form a

clear conceptualisation of how the whole
system machine, language, and user
interfaces - works (du Boulay & O'Shea,
I978). All aspects of the system should fit

the child's model as consistently as possible:
the hardvyare, the instruction manual, the
teaching materials, the very words chosen
as primitives in the language. 

:

Following this philosophy the Edinburgh
workers chose the names to use in the
language carefully, aiming to make the
et,eryday meaning of the words as consistent
as possible with what they ref erred to in the
model. So they chose CHANGE rather than
EDIT and MULTIPLY rather than
PRODUCT, in each case preferring a familiar
term that described closely the operation to
be done. They give examples of confusions
produced by some of their early, less than
ideal choices of names: children often used

REMEMBER in the sense of bring to mind
rather than memorise, as intended. And
SHOW was often used by children as if it
might display what a procedure draws when
executed, when in fact it caused the listing
of the procedure definition.

PROLOG FOR CHILDREN

Tirrning to our main interest here, the
development of a good front-end for
children using Prolog, we start with core
micro-Prolog then consider front-ends
intended to make logic programming more
accessible, especially for children"

Micro-Prolog

Micro-Prolog, from Logic Programming
Associates, Has a Lisp-style syntax ielying
on multiple parentheses. Programs consist
of data statements such as 4

((likes Jose eating))
and rules such .as

((makes X cakes)
(has X recipeXlikes X eating)).

An exarnple query is:

?((makes Jose cakes))
which will result in the prompt & for success
and ? for failure.

Simple

The designers of micro-Prolog developed
Simple as friendly front-end to micro-Prolog.
The Simple syntax is used by Ennals (1983)
and in several other books, and by most
applications in schools so far. Simple offers
a much more friendly syntax while still
supporting virtually all the facilities of micro-
Prolog.

Rules now look much more like English, the
example above becoming:

X makes cakes if X has recipe and
X likes eating.

Data is now held in the rnore natural infix
form:

Jose likes eating
or in the equivalent prefix form:

likes (Jose eating)
or more generally:

student (Susan 23 psychology
hang-gliding).

Queries are of the form:
is (Jose makes cakes)

giving a reply of YES or NO as appropriate,
or

which(x:xmakescakes)
or equivalently

which(x : makes (x cakes))
possibly giving the reply Jose in either case

Simple uses X, Y Z, x, V, z, Xl, Yl, ...as
variable names. New sentences can be
added to the program:

add (angela likes drinking).



Using Simple with children

In 1984 we used Simple in pilot tests with
three classes of Grade 6 children. Accounts
of this work are given by Cumming and
Richardson (1984) and Cumming (1985).

The work was generally successful, but there
were every large individual differences
among the children. It took only a few
isolated instances of noticing a child confuse
whether e.g. add or which was needed for
us to realise that at least some children had
very poorly-formed, or inappropriate mental
models. Our teaching strategies and
materials needed improvement, but part of
our difficulty seemed to be caused by some
of the characteristics of Simple syntax. We

now report some observations arising from
our exp erience with this syntax.

The fairly close match to English seemed
a benefit; children appreciated this while also

coping with the need to keep relation and
object names precisely consistent, even in
violation of English syntax.

The use of X, Y Z, and so on for variables

was generally well-accepted. In fact it was

surprising that the children, who had no
exposure to algebra, took so easily to the
idea that a letter symbol meant something

and that the same symbol appearing again

on the same line meant the same something.

Our observation may be contrasted with
Ennals's report that for many (of his middle
school pupils beginning to learn Prolog) the
concept of variables was difficult, but the
variable convention was the same as the one

to which were being introduced in their
mathematics classes (Ennals , \984, p.3).
Neither his nor our impression is supported
by data, but the relation between
understanding of variables in computing and

in mathematics may warrant study. We

found that reuse of the sarne variable symbol

on a different line for a different purpose was

not a problem, but it was a problem that
when a program - or a single line - is listed,

the variable symbols shown in rule
definitions are not in general the same as

those used when the rule was typed in.

A second difficulty arose from the non-
specificity of the available symbols. For
example, in our library program, X overdue
Y gives no immediate clue that X is a

borrower's name and Y a book title. It is true
that merely having helpful variable names
would not prevent Prolog from instantiating
X with any object name giving a match, but
mnemonic variable names would be a help.

The Simple syntax for queries allows the
use of an answer template. So asking

which (X is a terrific person:
X likes prolog)

might give as output

Mary is a terrific person.

This is a powerful facility, allowing the
design of interactions having something of
a conversational feel, but the potential for
confusion between the first part of the query,

which is text, and the second part, which is

prolog, led us not to use it with the children.
So queries became

which (X:X likes prolog)

and the first variable symbol - the vestigial
answer template - seemed arbitrary and
unnecessary and did cause confusion.

The format for adding to the program
requires an extra set of parentheses, and we

would like to economise on keystrokes
especially those requiring use of the shift key
- where doing so would simplify the child's
task. Many children persisted in expecting
sentences to be added to the program if they
were simply typed on a new line, so lines

frequently had to be retyped in order to
insert add( at the start.
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Simple supports the accept command to
save typing time when many statements
about the one relation are added to the
program. However the statements appear
on the screen in what was for us the non-
standard prefix format, which was found
highly confusing. We used this command,
but should have avoided it.

The version 3.1 update of Simple, while
having some good points, allowed prefix and
infix confusion to flourish. It attempted to
give the user maximum choice to use
whichever format the user seemed to prefer.

In practice it often gave oddly confused
mixtures of infix and prefix. Even if a user
adopted one format consistently, the fact
that another format was acceptable meant
that error messages could not be as tight and
helpful as would be ideal. While freedom of
choice might be appreciated by experienced
adults, for children - and perhaps for any
learners - it is preferable to have a single,
well-chosen, consistent way of doing things,
with immediate helpful prompting the
moment the user strays from his correct and
narrow path. More generally, error messages

need to be fuller and more specific than
those provided by Simple.

We considered the line editor too
awkward for use with children. So in the
case of error the child had to delete the full,
unwanted statement and then add the
correct version. The children were
concurrently learning to use a simple text
processing program, and working at Prolog
they sorely missed the basic cursor
movement and screen editing facilities they
were becoming familiar with as part of their
creative writing work.

We considered the trace facility also to
be to awkward for child use; the screen
layout of the output seemed especially
conf using.

The section above shoulC not be

construed as any sort of attack, but rather
as are part of our experience and some
suggestions about the needs of child
learners. Micro-Prolog and Simple represent,
in fact, an early and generally very successful
attempt to squ eeze a great deal into a 64k
8-bit machine.

Mitsi

Given our worries about Simple we were
delighted when Mitsi appeared (Briggs,

1984). Mitsi was designed as a simpler- than-
Simple beginner's front end. It answers many
of the concerns we had with Simple, but is
quite limited by comparison with Simple
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since it
Simple

was conceive
rather than as

as an easy way into
a replacement for it.

Mitsi uses only infix format and all
relations are binary, i.e. take two objects. Few

parentheses are needed. A statement is

added to the database simply by typing it,
followed by a full stop. Commands are
followed by !. A query is posed by typing
the sentence, followed by ?. For variables,
Mitsi uses any name starting with some or
ony, so someday, anyx, and somebook
are all acceptable variable names. Mitsi
retains the exact variable name originally
typed in and so this name is shown when
a rule, or the whole program, is listed.
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The limitation to binary relations only is
not a serious restriction: if in Sirnple we had
male (Carl), in Mitsi we can easily write
Carl is-a male, thus replacing a unary
relation with binary one.

Mitsi does not give us an improved editor,
but it does give an excellent if limited
explanation facility: type why? after a query
has been answered and see an explanation
of the final step of inference before the
answer was found. For example, we could
add to our Mitsi program the same
information given earlier:

Jose has recipe.
Jose likes eating.
someone makes cakes if someone

has recipe and someone likes eating.
If we then asked

someperson makes cakes?
the reply would be

YES Jose makes cakes
and if we followed up with why? we would
get

Jose makes cakes because
Jose has recipe and
Jose likes eating.

We could press the explanation further back
up the inference chain, but to do so we have
to type again the sentence of interest. For
example we could ask

why Jose has recipe?
and get earlier sentences if this sentence was
deduced using a rule. In the present case we
would get the bland statement

Jose has recipe is stated
because this fact appears itself in the
program.

Using Mitsi with children
In 1985 we used Mitsi with Grade b and
Gradeu6 children. It was very well accepted
by both children and teachers and was
considered a marked improvement over
Sim.pfe_ by those who had also participated
in the 7984 trials. We interpreted the
advantages of Mitsi in terms of a simpler,
more consistent user model. A more
detailed account of the 1985 work is given
by Cumming and Abbott (1986). We felt so
positive about Mitsi that we did not want to
use it merely as a stepping stone to Simple.
Instead, when we wanted to use features of
Simple not supported by Mitsi, we started
making extensions to Mitsi. Our full Mitsi
now offers nearly all the facilities of Simple
and two additional very valuable features.

Extended Mitsi

The first reason to enhance Mitsi was to
promote better child understanding of what
was going on by improving the error
messages. Our detailed observation
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identified errors for which the messages were
not helpful. For example, if a child made a
query without having loaded the program
the error message stated only that there are
no sentences about the relation being
queried. Our revised message adds the hint
to check that the correct program has been
loaded. Several of the messages have been
made more detailed in this *ay, suggesting
extras things the child should check as
possible causes of the problem.

In some cases we have trapped error
conditions at an earlier stage and so have
been able to make the error messages more
specific to the particular error occurring, and
thus more helpful to the child. For exarnple,



in original Mitsi a variety of errors received
this on e error message:

error...not a MITSI question
despite having quite different causes. We

could isolate three such errors and give more
specific messages:
i)incorrect punctuation: list is-in?

error message: error...use! not? for
commands

ii)incorrect understanding of the role of rules
querying:
sornething is-in brass-brand if
something made-of brass?
error message: error...you can't
have...if...in a question

iii)incorrect format: something is in
brass-band?
error message: error...not a MITSI
question- check for object relation
object patterns

Our experience is that introduction of
improved error messages can have an

immediate and marked effect on the
children's ability to recover from problems by
themselves.

The second reason for enhancing Mitsi
was simply to add extra features. Some were

equivalehts of useful features supported by
Simple, for example the ability within a

program to add or delete sentences, to kill
a relation, and to read from the keyboard
and print to the screen. The valuable is told
feature of Simple was also taken over to
Mitsi. These facilities allow the development
of programs that can engage the user in

dialogue, and then modify the database to
incorporate information given by the user in

response to questions posed by the program.

Exploring a program is often advocated
as a usef ul Prolog activity. The practical
problem of how start is too often solved by

listing the program, or parts of it, to find out
something about object and relation names
appearing in the program. Having to scan

a listing suggests a computer may hardly be
required at all, and is in any case impractical
if the program is large. Our solution to this
problem is to implement a command we call

seek. When seek is used with a name. Mitsi

states whether the name is of an object or
a relation. If the former it gives all the
relations that appear in statements with that
object; if the name is of a relation it gives

an'example statement from the program that
includes the relation. Knowing only a single
name appearing in the program it is possible

in most cases to use a combination of
seeking and querying to explore a program
f ully.

The other major extension we have

implemented is to make why? able to track
back up through a tree of inferences an

arbitrary number of levels. The first response

to why? is as illustrated above for standard
Mitsi. If why? is asked again the user is

invited to nominate one of the sentences
appearing after because for further
explanation. If the user does so, the
inference is tracked back one more step and
again the user can choose any sentence that
has been given in an explanation-at any level

I can explain why
l. Jose likes eating
2 Jose has necessaries
type the number you want

explained
Jose has necessaries because

cupboard contains supplies and
Jose has recipe

why?
I can explain why
1. Jose has recipe

- and not so far followed up, and nominate
it for further analysis.

As an example, suppos e we were using
a modified and extended version of the
program about Jose. We first ask

someone makes cakes?
and receive the answer

YES Jose makes cakes
If we then keep asking why? and entering
selected numbers when requested, the
interaction might start as follows:

why?
Jose makes cakes because

Jose has n€cessaries and
Jose likes eating

why?
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2. cupboard contains supplies
3. Jose likes eating
type the number you want
explained

Further questioning would reveal any
rules used to arrive at the numbered
statements, and eventually lead back to facts

stated in the program" These facts may be

described as is stated, ds in the earlier
example, if they were added in the normal
way when the program was written. [f
however a fact was acquired by the program
as the answer given by the user to a question

asked by the program, its status is indicated
by was told by user.

Our preliminary work so far with these
facilities, with our primary children and with
undergraduates, suggests that our extended
Mitsi is both very powerful and easy to use.

Some of our programs could almost be
regarded as toy expert systems.

Space is of course a problem. If we
include all the facilities mentioned there is

very little of 64K remaining for program and
workspace. With extended Mitsi as with
Simple the best strategy is to leave out
facilities not needed for some specific
activity, meanwhile itching for the not-too-
far-away demise of 64K barrier.

The problem of editing remains. We
would like a full screen editor similar to that
familiar to the children through their use of
word-processing programs, but this seems
impossible to achieve within 64K. We have

designed, and hope to implement, a

rudimentary but very friendly editor that
children could use within Mitsi.

MacProlog

The excellent interf ace off ered by the
Macintosh should be an ideal environment
for development of a Prolog system
supporting a good user mental model. Our
brief experience with a pre-release version
of MacProlog suggests that, while the basic
facilities of mouse and windows are as

attractive as ever, further work is required
to exploit Macintosh features in the service
of Prolog. A trace and explain facility making
good use of graphics - perhaps showing tree-
like diagrams - would be valuable.

Conclusion
All of us cope - more or less - despite the
working with systems that have certain
irrational, inconsistent and ambiguous
features. Why should learners be cocooned?
Why should we agonise about the odd
bracket or naming detail? ts the design of the

front end really so important? We contend
that it is, and especially so for children of
lower ability.

It is true that, whatever front end we use

the big problems of curriculum design
remain: how best should knowledg" be
organised f or expression in a prolog
program; how should querying be
conducted to tap this information?
Nonetheless, our general conclusion is that
we should have sufficient respect for the
children who will use our systems and
materials to take the trouble to get the small
things right; they will then have as good a

chance as possible to grapple successfully
with the big things.
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